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A new theory of the interacting bose system is proposed. In contrast with the Bogoliubov 

theory, the condensate in the present theory is composed of the interacting dressed atoms 

and the total number of the dressed atoms is conserved. The second-order corrections to 

the ground-state energy and the excitation energy are evaluated to be found that the results 
in the present theory coincide with those obtained by Sunakawa et al. On the basis of this 

situation, it is shown that the present formalism is essentially equivalent to the theory of 

Sunakawa et al. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Many microscopic theories of an interacting Boson system have so far been 

proposed to account for peculiar properties of He II. The theories may be classified 

into two groups: The first group is the Bogoliubov theoryv and its modified ones.2J, 3J 

The theories belonging to the second group are those which make use of the 

density-fluctuation and its canonical variables as collective variables!) 

On the basis of London's original idea,5J Bogoliubov assumed the existence 

of macroscopic occupation of the condensate and set the zero momentum single 

atom operators a0 and a0 * equal to a c-number viio. With the aid of this assump

tion, he succeeded in deriving the phonon character of the excitation spectrum in 

the lowest approximation. In this type of theories, however, the effects of the 

phonon-phonon interaction have so far not been taken into consideration definitely. 

On the other hand, the theories in the second group are the microscopic theoretical 

version of the Landau phenomenological theory.6J As a representative of such 

theories, we shall adopt hereafter the theory developed by Sunakawa, Yamasaki 

and Kebukawa4J.n (hereafter referred to as the S.Y.K. theory). In this theory, 

they introduce the density-fluctuation operator and the velocity operator as the 

collective variables. In the recent articles,n they have obtained a definite expres

sion for the proper phonon-phonon interactions, in which every vertex-function 

is convergent and vanishes in the limit when the interaction among atoms disap

pears. In this respect, the S.Y.K. theory is in advance of the present Bogoliubov 

formalism. 

The first purpose of the present paper is to propose a new theory which gives 

an improvement of the original Bogoliubov theory. In the Bogoliubov theory, the 

condensate is assumed to be composed of free atoms and the number of the Bogo-
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376 S. Sasaki and K. Matsuda 

liubov quasi-particles does not conserve. From physical point of view, however, 

the condensate in the realistic system should be composed of interacting atoms 

with zero-momentum. In order to consider such a condensate and to restore Lon

don's original idea that the },-transition occurs when the condensate disappears, 

the new variables describing the interacting dressed atoms are introduced so as 

to conserve the total number of the dressed atoms, and we can obtain a definite 

expression for the phonon-phonon interactions, vvhich make us calculate the 

higher-order corrections for physical quantities. 

The second purpose of this paper is to clarify the relation between the present 

theory vv-hich belongs to the first group and the S.Y.K. theory belonging to the 

second group. 

In § 2 the new operators Ap and AP * are introduced which satisfy the condition 

that the number of the dressed atoms is conserved. When the original system 

is described in terms of these new operators in the form of power series concerning 

N- 11\ it ·will be shown that the ground-state energy and the excitation energy in 

the lmvest-order coincide with those in the S.Y.K. theory, where N is the total 

number of the atoms. By virtue of the expansion concerning N- 112 , the form of 

the interactions among the dressed atoms is definitely determined, and the correc

tions to the ground-state energy and the excitation energy due to the interactions 

are evaluated in § 3 up to order 1V-1• It is shown that the phonon character of 

the excitation spectrum in the lowest-order is restored even m the higher-order 

correction by combining the contributions from various terms of the interactions. 

In § 4 the results for the ground-state energy and the excitation energy obtained 

in § 3 are modified to be found that they coincide precisely with those obtained 

in the S.Y.K. theory. The fact suggests that the present formalism has some 

relation with the S.Y.K. theory. After a unitary transformation, it has been proved 

that the present theory which belongs to the first group is essentially equivalent 

to the S.Y.K. theory in spite of the fact that two theories are developed on the 

quite different bases. 

§ 2. Formulation 

We consider a system of N interacting Bose particles of mass m enclosed 

m a cubic box of volume !2. In a second quantized formalism, the Hamiltonian 

of the system is expressed by 

(2·1) 

where V(k) is the Fourier transform of the effective interparticle potential CV(x), 

I.e., 

V(k) = S cfxCV (x) e-ik·x. (2·2) 
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A Microscopic Theory of the Interacting Bose System 377 

The operators aP and aP * denote the annihilation and creation operators which 

satisfy the commutation relations 

(2·3) 

Let us now introduce a set of new operators AP and Ap * which are defined 

from the original set of operators aP and aP * by the following unitary transfor

mation: 

and (2·4) 

where F IS given by 

(2·5) 

In (2 · 5), the operators Xo and Xo * are expressed as 

(2. 6) 

respectively. The function f(p) is a real function to be determined later. The 

unitary transformation (2 · 4) is a generalization of the well-known Bogoliubov 

transformation, in which the operators Xo and Xo* are replaced by a c-number. 

A similar transformation has already been utilized by Iwamoto and others. 3J How

ever, the transformed operators used by them do not change the number of atoms 

and describe the collective modes of excitations in the system. On the other hand, 

the operators AP and AP * in (2 · 4) change the number of atoms by one and thus 

they represent a dressed atom interacting with other atoms. Furthermore, the 

operators iiP and AP * are defined by (2 · 4) not only for the case p=/=0 but also 

for p=O in contrast with the theories of Iwamoto and others. In these respects, 

the present formalism is different from their theories. 

Ovving to the unitary character of the transformation (2 · 4), one can readily 

see that 

(2·7) 

for all p and q. Since the operator F in (2 · 5) conserves the number of the 

atoms, the number operator N =~all pap *a11 commutes with F, and we see that 

(2·8) 

Therefore, the total number of the bare atoms is equal to that of the dressed 

atoms expressed by the operators AP and AP *. This situation indicates the remark

able fact that it becomes possible for us to consider the Bose-Einstein condensation 

of the dressed atoms instead of condensation of bare atoms which has been assumed 

in the Bogoliubov theory. In the case of the theories which utilize the collective 

modes, one cannot consider the condensate since the number of the modes does 

not conserve. 

In order to express the Hamiltonian (2 ·1) m terms of the new operators 
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378 So Sasaki and Ko Ji.1atsuda 

ilp and AP *, we need to make use of the inverse transformation of (2 o 4) 0 The 

Inverse transformation can be expressed as follo\vs: 

a = eF(a, a*) A e-F(a, a*)= eF(A, A*) A e-FC1, A*) 
p p p ' 

~where 

F(A, A*)= 'EJ(p) (AP * A!p~o~o-~o*~o* ApA-p), 
p"cO 

~0 = e-F(a,a')xoeF(a,a*) = - --~-~--~ Ao 0 

V Ao* Ao+ 1 

Operating ~0 and ~0 * in (2 oll) on the states defined by 

one has 

~o*l No)= [No+ 1), 

~o[No)=[N0 -1) for No~l and ~oiNo=O)=O. 

From (2 ° 12), one can readily see that 

~o~o* =1, 

and has the con:tmutation relation 

(2° 9) 

(2·10) 

(2°11) 

(2 °12) 

(2 °13a) 

(2o13b) 

(2 °13c) 

As a good approximation in a many-boson system, we may replace (2 °13) by 

and 

(2 °14) 

because we can assume that the physically significant states in the many-boson 

system are always occupied by the zero-momentum physical particles described by 

the operators A 0 and A 0 * 0 The detailed discussion of this argument will be found 

in the Appendix. 

With the aid of the assumption (2 °14), the transformation (2 · 9) can be 

rewritten as 

and 

(2 ·15) 

for p=fO. For the case p =0, we haYE' 
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ao = eFcA. A*) Aoe-FCA. A*)= eF(A, A*) J Ao * Ao + 1£'oe-FCA, A*) 

= eFcA.A*),;=0 J_A~* Aoe-FCA. A*)= eFcA. A*)£=o J N _I;' AP * APe-FcA.A*) 
p 

= £'oV ft=- t'i:1P *(A,-A*) i11P (A, A*) 
p 

a0 * = V N =.t' MP * (A,A *) 1\lfp(A, .li *) £'0 * , 
p 

379 

(2 ·16a) 

(2·16b) 

which give the expressions for the operators a0 and a0 * represented in terms of 

the variables AP and AP *. In the last equality of (2 ·16a), we have used Eqs. 

(2 ·10) and (2 ·14). The prime in the sum over p implies that the terms with 

p=O should be excluded. 

Since we have employed the approximate relations (2 ·14) in deriving (2 ·15) 

and (2 ·16), one needs to verify whether the operators aP and aP * given by (2 ·15) 

and (2 ·16) still satisfy the commutation relations (2 · 3) or not, on assuming the 

commutator (2 · 7) for AP and AP *. For the case p=/=0 and q=/=0, it can be easily 

seen that 

(2·17) 

vvhere the first equality is due to the relations (2 ·14) and the second equality 

owes to (2 ·13a). In the same way, we have 

(2 ·18) 

By virtue of the commutativity of .111P with fo *, the commutator [ap, a0 *] for p=/=0 
becomes 

[ap, a 0*] = [Mp, VN __:I;-' Mq *1\1;]£'0* =0. (2 ·19) 
q 

In a quite similar way, we have 

(2·20) 

For the case of the commutator [a0, a 0 *], we have 

[ao, ao*] =fo(N- '[~/11111 * Mp) fo*- VN~ L:'1~1-;* M~£=0 *t;0 J}f~~L;1 Mq * 1\Jq 
1J p q 

= fofo * (N + 1-j-~,/.1\11' *1\11')- (N- L:'lv1P * J'v11') = 1. (2·21) 
p p 

The result (2·21) comes from the relation [N, !;0*] =t;0*. If the operators t;0 and 

fo * on the right-hand side of (2 -16) are replaced by a c-num ber, a 0 and a 0 * 
becomes commutable and the present theory reduces essentially to the original 

Bogoliubov formalism. From the results (2 ·17) ,...._, (2 · 21), we see that the commu

tation relations (2 · 3) arc kept to be valid for the operators ap and a 1, * expressed 

by the right-hand sides of (2·15) and (2·16). 
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380 S. Sasaki and K. Matsuda 

In the original Bogoliubov theory, the operators a0 and a0 * are replaced di

rectly by a c-number vria, where no is the number of zero-momentum bare atoms. 

This assumption gives the excitation energy 

EP =h2P(2m) - 1 (p2 +4mn0 V(p) /h2!2r12 , 

which leads to the vanishing phonon velocity at the A-point. Since this result 

contradicts with experiments, the number of the condensate n0 in EP should be 

replaced by the total number of atoms N. This can be readily achieved by replacing 

the number operator N in (2 ·16) by a c-number N and by expanding (2 ·16) in 

powers of N-1 in the following way: 

and 

a 0 =s70N 112 [1- (2N) -l:E'2\;[P * }([P + ···] 
p 

a0 * =N112 [1- (2N) -l:E' J.YfP * J.\1P + ·· ·] ,;o * . 
p 

(2. 22) 

With the aid of (2·15) and (2·22), we can rewrite the Hamiltonian (2·1) in 

terms of the operators A~p and AP * as a power-series expansion concerning N- 112• 

Firstly, we extract out the zero-momentum operators a 0 and a 0 * from the sum in 

(2·1) and have 

H= Uo+H1 +H2+Hs, 

U 0 =pV(O) (N-1)/2, 

and 

(2. 23) 

where p = N/ !2. Inserting (2 ·15) and (2 · 22) into (2 · 23) and choosing the func

tion f(p) as 

cosh (2f(p)) = ( 4,\p) - 112 (1 + J.p), sinh (2f(p)) = ( 4,\p) - 112 (1- ),p) 

and 

lP =p(p2+4mNV(p) /h2SJ) -1/2' (2. 24) 

we can obtain the Hamiltonian in terms of the operators AP and AP * as the power

series concerning J.V- 112 in the following form: 

H=I-Io<Al +HI<Al +Hn<Al + ···, (2. 25) 
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R (A) -- E B + "'' E B A *A o - G .L..J p P P' 
(2. 26) 

p 

+ - 11 ~ ~~ 0 p+kH, 0R1<3' 0) (p, k, q) (Ap * Ak * Aq *g=o3 + g=o* 3AqAkil_p) 
vN p.k.q 

(2· 27) 

_L 1 "''R <2• 0l(p) ('1 *A* ~'-'+f:*''l A ) I - .L..J ll I p -pc;"O >0 £: p -p 
N P 

+ 1 "'' ~ R <'·'l( . )A */1 *A ~ - .L..J Op+'l+,+s,o n p, q, -r, -s p r 'l -,"~-s 
iV p.q,,,s 

+ 1 "'' ~ R (3, I) ( . ) - .L..J Q p+'l+l'+s,O ll p, q, r, - S 
N p.q,1',S 

+ 1 "'' ~ R c1,o1 ( • ) - .L..J Op+'l+l'+s,o rr p, q, 1, S 
1V p,q,,•,s 

(2. 28) 

It should be noticed here that tl1e lowest-order term H 0 <AJ has been diagonalized 

by virtue of the choice (2 · 24) o£ the function f(p). The ground-state energy 

E/ and the excitation energy E/1 in the lowest approximation are given by 

and 

(2· 29) 

respectively. One note here that the number of the condensate n 0 is replaced by 

the total number 1V in the excitation energy EpB of (2 · 29). The vertex-functions 

m (2·27) and (2·28) are defined by 

R 1<'· 1l (p, k;- q) = - _- 1 - . p" (1- J,p') (J.dq + 1) h2 [ ' 
16mv lpJckAq J,p 

+ k' (1- h') (Aptlq + 1) + q 2 (1- },q') (A ph -1)], 
h Aq 

R (3,0) ( k ) - h' [p' (1- l ') ( l l -1) 
I p, ,q -48~nTi;J,:).~ Ap Ap Akfcq 
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+ k' (1- h') (ApAq -1) + q 2 (1- },q') (A ph -1)], 
h Aq 

Rn(O,OJ=_Iy~_ I:' Op+kH,o}3_'(l-/,/) [(ApAq+ 1) (J.p-1) (Aq-1) 
64m p.k,q Ap},k l-q 

-2J.q(Ap- WCh -1) J, 

R (1,1) ( ) - It' "" ~ 1 [ 2 (1 1 ') 1 ( 1 1)' '-n P -- -- .L.J Op+k+q,o -- P - Ap Aq Ak-
16m lc,q },p}.k},q 

+ lr' (1- h ') {J.q (J.p' + 1) (h -1)- (Aq -1) Op' ;,q -1)}], 
Ale 

RnC'·'l (p, q; -r, -s) 

=- ft1
2 

- [{(p,+q)' (l-},~, 1 q) (J.pJ.q-1) (A,,,\ 8 -1) 
64 X 2mv ApAqlrl.s A1,+q 

+ (p-_:r)' (1-}.~+r) (ApJ.r+l) (AqJ.s+l) 
kj,+r 

+ JE2+ s)' (1- },~J+s) (Ap}, 8 + 1) (AqAr + 1)} 
},p+s 

+{the terms obtained by exchanging variables as 

(p~q) in the previous three terms}], 

Rn(3,1J (p, q, r; -s) 

= It'_ _____ [(]J_z-:f:s)'(l-},~+s)(ApJ.s+l)(J.q},r-1) 
32 X 3m-/ Ap},q},rls },p+s 

+ (two terms obtained by exchanging variables as 

(p~q) and (p~r)) J 

Rn(4,0J (p, q, r, s) 

- It' [ (p + q)' ( - 2 - -- --;-~~ - -- ~_1 Ap+q) (Ap},q 1) CArAs 1) 
128 X 6mv },pAqlrAs A~+q 

+ (five terms obtained by exchanging variables as 

(2, 30) 
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A Microscopic Theory of the Interacting Bose System 383 

where the vertex-functions have been symmetrized with each momentum variable 

such as 

Rr<2,D (p, k; -q) =Rr<z,ll (k,p; -q), 

R/s,oJ (p, k, q) =Rr<s.oJ (k, q, P) = Rrcs,oJ (q, p, k), etc_ 

In (2 · 28), we have dropped the terms which are higher in the po\ver of ~v~ 1 

compared with those written in (2 · 28). As an example, the constant term on the 

right-hand side of (2 · 28) is given by direct evaluation as 

Ru(O,O)+ lj'_ :E' _Jr2 (h2 -1) {(h2 -1) (2h-1) + (h-1Y}. (2·31) 
32m k Ak3 

As will be seen by replacing summations in (2 · 31) with integrals, the extra-term 

in (2 · 31) is higher-order in 1V~ 1 than the first term and thus it can be dropped. 

Furthermore, one should note here that the interaction Hamiltonians in (2 · 25) 
conserve the number of dressed atoms 111 contrast with the theory described by 
collective modes. 

The vertex-functions m (2 · 30) seems at a glance to be singular at low mo
mentum limits. For example, the integrand in Rn<o.oJ is singular at p=O or q=O. 
The function R 1 <2' 11 (p, k; -q) is also divergent in the limit q=O. Although the 
excitation energy EPB in the lowest-order (2·29) assures the existence of the phonon, 
the higher-order effects from the interactions between the Bogoliubov phonons 
have a possibility to distroy the phonon character of the excitations in the system 
on account of the singular properties of the vertex-functions. By taking correctly 

account of all contributions in the same order in N~\ however, it will be 

shown in § 3 that the singularities disappear to have the phonon excitation in 
order 1V~ 1 . 

Before closing this section, we should give a comment concerning the method 
to determine the function f(p). In the theories of Giradeau-Arnowitt, Taka no 
and Iwamoto,31 the function corresponding to f(p) has been decided so as to diag

onalize all terms which have the forms like AP * AP, AP * il'i<P and APA~ P irrespective 
of order JV- 112 , and thus they have obtained the excitation spectrum with an energy 

gap at zero momenta in their lowest approximation. In the present theory, on 
the other hand, the Hamiltonian (2 · 25) is expressed in the power-series concerning 
N- 112 , and only the terms in the lo\'l'est-order has been diagonalized. Because of 
this prescription, the energy gap has not been produced in the lowest-order excita
tion spectrum. 

§ 3. Second-order corrections in the perturbation theory 

In this section, we calculate the ground-state energy and the excitation energy*1 

*J It is a good approximation only for the condition No/ N~ 1 that we calculate the physical 
quantities by the perturbational method up to order N-', although the Hamiltonian (2·25) given by 
the sum of the terms of all orders concerning N-'1' is correct even for the case No/N~O according 
to the discussion in the Appendix. 
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384 S. Sasaki and K. ll1atsuda 

up to order N-\ and it IS shown in the next section that the results coincide 

with those obtained by the S.Y.K. theory which makes use of the velocity operator 

and the density-fluctuation operator as the collective variables. 

The ground-state for the Hamiltonian (2 · 25) composed of 1V dressed atoms 

is given in the lowest-order by 

(3 ·1) 

-vvhere the state I 0) IS defined by 

for all p. 

The one phonon state m the lowest approximation IS represented as 

(3·2) 

One should note here that the definition of the state lp) is slightly different 

from the traditional definition of the one particle state which is expressed as 

lp) = Ap *I G), and that the number of the dressed atoms is conserved by virtue 

of the existence of the operator ~0 in (3 · 2). 

(i) Ground-state energy 

On the basis of (2 · 25) and (3 ·1), the ground-state energy up to order N-1 

can readily be obtained from the perturbation theory in the following form: 

and 

1 3 I I R (3, 0) ( k ) 12 ,dE = -R co,ol- _:__ ''' o . __ I - p, 'q -a N rr N .::....: p+k,q,oE B_~_E B+E B. 
p.k.q p l k q 

p 

Rj3,0) EBR)"·O) 

Fig. 1. The diagrammatic representation of the contribution 
to the ground-state energy in order N- 1 . 

(3. 3) 

(3. 4) 

As will be easily seen, the integral in Rnco.oJ is absolutely convergent, although 

the integrand in Rn<o.ol is singular at p=O (or q=O). The vertex-function Rrca.oJ 

itself is singular at zero momenta, but the integrals in the second term on the 

right-hand side of (3 · 4) are also absolutely convergent for small momenta owing 

to the existence of the phase factors in the integrals. For large momenta, it is 

also absolutely convergent if we assume a soft-repulsive core as the interatomic 

potential C(J(x). 

(ii) Excitation energy 

With the aid of (2 · 25) and (3 · 2), we calculate the excitation energy up to 
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A Microscopic Theory of the Interacting Bose System 

order N-1 to yield the result 

where 

-k 
_R]~ 
~p 

-q 

p R<s.o> 221 
R1s.o> p 

Fig. 2. The diagrammatic representation of the excitation energy in order N- 1• 

385 

(3· 5) 

(3·6) 

In a similar way to the case of (3 · 4), the integrals in (3 · 6) are absolutely 
convergent for small and large k (and q), when we assume the soft-repulsive 
core as the interatomic potential. In the limit p---'>0, all integrals on the right-hand 
side of (3 · 6) can be expanded as 

l:_Rrr<1•1l(p) =cK1+L1 + (order of p), 
N p 

~ "' (] I RI (2, 1) (- k, - q ; p) 12 = cK2 + L + (order of p) ' 
N "'-' p+k+q,o E B+E B_E B 2 

k.q k q p p 

18 , IR1<8' 0l (p, k, q) 12 cKs 
N ~ (Jp+k+q,o EPB+EkB+EqB p+Ls+ (order of p), (3·7) 

where c= V4mNV(O)/h2!2. Thus the phonon character of the excitation energy 
seems at a glance not to be assured. However, the detailed investigation of (3 · 7) 
shows that constants Kt> K 2 and K 3 are given by 

(3·8) 

and thus we see that K 1 -K2 -K3 =0. The constants Lh L 2 and L 3 in (3·7) are 
found to be L, = L 2 = L 3 = 0. Namely, this situation shows that the combination 
of the contributions from the matrix-elements in order N-1 gives a vanishing value 
for the coefficients which are propotional to p- 1• Although the contribution from 
each vertex-function does not give the phonon character of the excitation spectrum, 
the combination of the matrix-elements in order N-1 yields the phonon spectrum. 

By employing a variational method based on the pair theory, Giradeau and 
Arnowitt3> have shown that there appears an energy gap at p = 0 in the excitation 
spectrum. However, non-existence of the energy gap in the many boson system 
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386 S. Sasaki and K. Matsuda 

has been proved by Hugenholtz and Pines8l in a general way. In consideration 

of the corrections from residual interactions which have been neglected in the 

pair theory, Takano3l has evaluated the corrections to have shown that the energy 

gap really disappears. In the present theory, on the other hand, the excitation 

energy EPB in the lowest-order approximation has no energy gap in contrast with 

the Giradeau and Arnowitt theory and moreover the corrections due to the residual 

interaction (2 · 25) also show the phonon behavior in a correct way. 

§ 4. Relation between the S.Y.K. theory and the present formalism 

As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the main purpose of the present 

paper is to clarify the relation between the Bogoliubov-type theories and the theo

ries which make use of the density-fluctuation as the collective variable. 

In this section, we clarify the relation between the present theory which 

belongs to the line of the Bogoliubov formalism and the S.Y.K. theory which 

utilizes the density-fluctuation operator and the velocity operator. In the recent 

papers in the S.Y.K. theory,7) the system is described by the operators bP and bP * 
and various physical quantities are calculated up to order N- 1• Their results are 

absolutely convergent and the phonon character of the excitation energy is ensured. 

On the other hand, the results in the present theory exhibited in the last section 

are also absolutely convergent and the phonon character of the excitation energy 

is assumed. Therefore it will be natural for us to consider that there may exist 

some relation between two theories. 

In order to obtain a clue to find the relation, we rewrite the ground-state 

energy (3 · 3) in the following way. The vertex-function Rr <s. Ol in (3 · 4) can be 

rewritten as 

(4 ·1) 

where 

(4· 2) 

and 

F 1<3• 0l (p, k, q) = ,/z2 
. [ (p · k) Aq (AP -1) ( (h -1) 

4m ApAkAq 

+ (k·q)J,p(h-1) (Aq-1) + (p·q)h(Ap-1)(Aq-1)]. (4·3) 

The vertex-function Fr<s.ol in (4·3) is that obtained in the S.Y.K. theory. Intro

duction of (4·1) into (3·4) gives 

LIE _ 1 R co,o) _12 ,L;' 0 k T (3,0) (p k q) g (3,0) (p k q) 
G- N n N p.k.q p+ +q,o r , , I , , 
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A Microscopic Theory of the Interacting Bose System 

where 

TI(S,O) (p, k, q) = ;,FI(S,O) (p, k, q) + ~ (EpB+EkB+E/)gi(S,O) (p, k, q) 

=Rcs,ol(p, k, q)- ~ (EpB+EkB+EqB)gi<S,o)(p, k, q) 

- ft2 [p2 - v - ( -1 + AqAk- J...ph- ApAq 
96m J...pJ...kJ...q J...p 

+ 2J.../ + 2J...phJ...q- 2J...p2 AqAk) 

387 

(4·4) 

+(two terms obtained by exchanging variables as 

(4·5) 

After rearrangement of ( 4 · 4), we can readily see that 

.JE - 1 F (0,0)- 1 "'' iJ IFI(3,0) (p, k, q) 12 
a-N rr 31N "-' p+k+q,oE B E B E B . p.k.q p + k + q 

(4· 6) 

where Fn<o.o> is a function derived in the S.Y.K. theory and is given by 

(4·7) 

The first and second terms on the right-hand side of ( 4 · 6) coincide precisely with 

the result in the S.Y.K. theory. The extra-term in (4·6) is absolutely convergent 

and vanishes on account of the odd property of the integrand. 

Next, we consider the excitation energy. The vertex-function R 1<2' D in (3 · 6) 

IS transformed as 

Rl (2, 1) (- k, - q ; P) 

= (EkB+EqB-EpB)gl<2,1)(-k, -q;p) + 21!FIC2,1)(-k, -q;p), (4·8) 

where 

and 

gl(2,1)(-k, -q;p) 

1 = r-= (1 + ApAk + ApAq- hJ...q- 2J...pAkAq) 
Sv J...pJ...kJ...q 

(4·9) 
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388 S. Sasaki and K. JJ1atsuda 

The vertex-function F 1c2' 1l is that used in the S.Y.K. theory. Introducing (4·1) 
and ( 4 · 8) into (3 · 6), we have 

L1EP =N1 Rrr<1' 1l (p) -N1 L;' Op+k+'l,o (4T/2' 1l ( -k, - q; p) 9r<'· 1l (- k, -q; p) 
k.q 

1vhere 

+ 36T1 <3' 0) (p, k, q) 91 (S,O) (p, k, q)) 

- l_ 'o {1Fr<2·~(--:-k,_--_9_;E_)L LFr<3,0JJy,_l3_,_gJL} 
2N ~ p+h+q,o EB-1-En_r,•n +EB_+_EB_j_EB' 

k.q h q 1_'_,1' ~1' k ' q 

(4·11) 

=Rr<2,1)( -k, -q;p)- ~ (E,,n-I-Eqn-EpB)gr<'•1l( -k, -q;p) 

=___i(~-[k' (1 + J..hJ..q- hlp+ },qJ..p-2h'+2hJ..qJ..p-2J..,/),qJ,p) 
32mv ),pXkJ..q Ak 

2 

+ !1_ (1 + ),dq + J..dp- },qJ.p- 2},q' + 2h).q).p- 2J..d/ ),p) 
Aq 

After the straightforward evaluation of the first two terms on the right-hand side 

of ( 4 ·11), one obtains 

where 

It' 
8mN 

( l 2 1) (' 1)2 
Ap + · '\'I(_ ) /cq --

£.....: p·q } 
),p q .q 

(4 ·13) 

(4·14) 
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A Microscopic Theory of the Interacting Bose System 389 

The first and second terms in ( 4 ·13) coincide with the formula derived in the 

S.Y.K. theory. The remaining term in ( 4 ·13) is absolutely convergent and van

ishes owing to the odd property of the integrand. As has already been shown in the 

S. Y.K. theory, the excitation energy E: + .JEP in ( 4 ·13) shows a phonon-like behavior 

at small p and the result ( 4 ·13) is consistent with the argument in (3 · 7) """(3 · 9). 

The results ( 4 · 6) and ( 4 ·13) suggest us the existence of a unitary transforma

tion between the operators AP and AP * used in the present theory and those bP 

and bP * in the S.Y.K. theory. However, the operators AP and AP * change the 

number of atoms by one and the operators bP and bp * do not change the number 

of atoms since bP and bP * describe the collective mode in the system. By taking 

this situation into consideration, we introduce a unitary transformation defined by 

a = e-G<A. A*> A eG<A. A*> and a * = e-G<A. A*> A * eG<A. A*> p p p p ( 4 ·15) 

for all p. 
The form of the operator G(A, A*) should be determined to obtain the vertex

functions in the S.Y.K. theory, in which the singularities at small momenta involved 

in the vertex-functions in (2 · 30) are eliminated. This program can be performed, 

for example, by determining the operator G in order N- 112 so 

the first terms on the right-hand sides of (4·1) and (4·8). 

function G(A, A*) is expressed as 

as to cancel out 

In this way, the 

+ g1<2' 1> (r, s; -t) (A,.* As* A-t~o- ~o* A>l:tAsA,.)] 

+_!_ "' g (2,o>(r) (A *A* e: 2_e: *2A A) N ~ II 1• -rs.-o s.-o -r r 

+ 1 "' ~ [ (4,0) ( ) 
N ~ Ur+s+t+u,O 9n r, S, t, U 

r.s.t.1t 

x (A.,* As* At* Au* ~o 4 - ~o *4AuAtAsA.,) 

+ gn<3' 1> (r, s, t; -u) (A .. * As* At* A-.. ~02 - ~0* 2A>l:uAtAsA,.) 

(4 ·16) 

where the functions 9r <3• o> and 9r <2.1) are given by ( 4 · 2) and ( 4 · 9), respectively. 

The new functions 9n <2. o>, 9rr <<. o>, 9n <3.1) and 9n <2. 2> are defined by 

gll (2,0) (r) = __ 1 "' ~ (' 1) (' 1) 
~ U•·+s+t,O l•s- l•t- , 

2! 8 s,t 

+ },s (l,,. -1) O.t -1) (A,. -1) + },t (A,. -1) CJ.s -1) CAu -1) 

+J,u(l.,.-1) Us-1) Ot-1)}, 

(4 ·17) 

(4 ·18) 
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390 S. Sasaki and K. Matsuda 

- (2 + 3A.u) CA .. A.s + AsAt + AtA. .. ) + 3A. .. A.sA.t + 10A. .. A.sAtAu 

+ 2A.u+rAuAr (As+ At) + 2A.u+sAuAs CA .. + At) + 2Au+tAuAt CAr+ As) 

(4-19) 

and 

1 1 
9rr<2' 2) (r, s; -t, - u) = (2 !Y 16 .j [-A. .. - As+ A.t+ A.u +2CA .. A.s- A.tA.u) 

A. .. A.sAtAu 

+ (3- A. .. +t- Ar+u- As+t- A.s+u) {k,.A.s CAt+ A.u) -A tAu CA .. + As)}]. 

(4· 20) 

The operators ~0 and ~0 * are transformed by the unitary transformation ( 4 ·15) 
m the following way: 

(4·21) 

As will be seen later, the operators bP and bP * in the S.Y.K. theory are identical 
with the operators YJo *aP and aP *YJ0, respectively. 

In order to express the Hamiltonian (2 · 25) in terms of the new operators 
aP and aP *, we introduce an inverse-transformation to ( 4 ·15) in the following way: 

where 

+ 1 "' :;:, [ (4,0) ( ) N k-J Ur+s+t+u,O 9rr r, S, t, U 
-r,s,t.u 

X (a .. *as *at* au *YJo4 - Y}o* 4auatasa .. ) 

+ 9n<3' 1l (r, s, t; - u) (a .. *as *at*a-urJo2 - Yjo~a:t:uatasa .. ) 

+gn<2' 2l(r, s; -t, -u)a .. *as*a-ta-u], 

rjo=e-G(A,A*) 1 AoeG(A,A*) = 1 ao. 
../Ao*Ao+1 ../ao*ao+1 

On assuming the relations 

(4·22) 

(4· 23) 

(4. 24) 

(4·25) 
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A Microscopic Theory of the Interacting Bose System 391 

which correspond to (2 ·14), we expand ( 4 · 22) in powers of N- 112 and have 

and 

1 1 A * = a * + ~T * (p) + - T * (p) + · · · 
p p .JN I N II ' 

(4. 26) 

where 

and 

r *(·)-'""''" [gc2,11( . )rv*rv*'Y1-2gC2,1l(-rp·s)'Y1*"'*"' I P - L....J Ur-1-s-p,O I r, S,p u...r u..s 'JO I ' ' '10 U-s t...-t--r 
r,s 

r II* (p) = ~' Or+s-p,O [9 (gi(S,O) (p, - r, - s) )2 - (gl(2' 1) (r, s; p) YJ ap * 
r.s 

+ ~~ O,.+s.uOt+u.p[{giC2' 1)(r,s;u)g!C2' 1)(u,t;p) 
r.s.t.u 

+3g1c3' 0l(r, s, -u)g1c2' 1l(-u,p; t)}ar*as*at*YJo2 

+{-3gic2,1J(-r, -s; -u)gica,ol(-u, -t,p) 

+ 3g1C3' 0) (- r, - s, u) g/2' 1) (- t, p; u)} r;o* 4a-ra-sa-t 

+{9gica,oJ(r,s, -u)grcs,ol(-u, -t,p) 

- g1c2' 1l (r, s; u) g1c2' 1l (- t, p; u) }ar *as *a-t 

+ { -3g1cs,o) ( -r, -s, u) g1c2' 1) (u, t;p) 

- g1c2' 1) (- r, - s; - u) g1 c2' 1) (- u, p; t)} r;o* 2at*a-ra-s] 

+ ~' Or+t.u0s+u, 11 [{2g 1C2' 1l(r, -u; -t)g1C2' 1l(-u,p;s) 
r,s,t,'l-t 

-2g1c2' 1) ( -t, u; r) g1c2'1l (u, s;p) }ar*as *a-t 

+ {6g1c2'1l(t, -u; -r)g1c3' 0l(-u, -s,p) 

+ 2g1c2' 1) (- r, u; t) g1C2' 1) (- s, p; u)} r;o* 2at*a-ra-s] 

(4·27) 

2g (2,0) ( ) '""'' " 4 (4,0) ( ) *4 - II p a_P- t:....; Or+s+t+p.o gii r, s, t, p Yjo arasat 
1',S,t 

+ D' " g (3, I) ( . ) * * * 2 .::..... Or+s+t-p.O II r, s, t; p ar as at r;o 
r.s,t 

- ~~ Or+s+u+p.o3giics,!) (r, s, P; - u) r;o*2a:uaras 
r,s,u 

(4. 28) 

Introducing ( 4 · 26) into (2 · 25), we can represent the Hamiltonian (2 · 25) in terms 

of the operators aP and aP * After the straightforward calculation up to order 
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H =H0(a) +H1(a) +Hn(a) + o oo, 

H 0Ca)=EaB+ I:;' EPBap*ap, 
p 

+ __l_ "' F c2' 0) (p) (a *a* -~~ 2 + r; *2a a ) 2N "p' n p -p·1 o o -p p 

·+ 1 '" ~ F cs,l) ( • 0 _ ) -- L-J Up+q+ 1o+s.o n p, q, 1, S 3!JV p.q,,o,s 

+ __ 1_ ,_,,~ FC2,2)(JJqo-r s)""*""*"""" (2 1)2 N L-J u p+q+r+s,O ll ' , ' - c.cp c.cq L-L--rL-L--s' 
0 p,q,r,s 

(4 ° 29) 

(4o29a) 

(4 ° 29b) 

(4 o 29c) 

where the vertex-functions F/3' 0\ F/2'1), Fnco.o>, Fn'1'n have been given in Eqso 
(4°3), (4°10), (4°7), (4°14), respecti,·ely, and the remaining functions are ex
pressed as 

and 

Fu(2,0) (p) =Fn(I,I) (p)' 

Fncs,l) (p, q, r; - s) = lz2 
1- 1-~ [ { (p 0 q) tl,.tls Up+q UP -1) (,\q -1) 

4m V ApAqlrJ.s 

+l,q(Ap-1) Op+ .. -1) +XpOq-1) (Aq+>o-1)) 

+ (p os) l,qtl,ols UP -1) Op+q+ l'p+•o-2)} 

+ {two terms obtained by cyclic exchange of p, q and r}] 

+l,pJ.sU]J-t-1°+J.q,s-2)- Op-1) Us-1)) 

+ {three terms obtained by exchanging variables as (p<c->q), (r<c--:>s) 

and (p<c--:>q))f J 
l'<i-'>S 
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Jt2 1 + ;--~{ (p · q) + (r· s) }Aptlql,rAs Op+s+ Ap+J·-2). 
2m v Apl,qA,.As 

(4. 30) 

From the above expressions, we can see that the Hamiltonian ( 4 · 29) coincides to 

that in the S.Y.K. theory, if we carry out the following replacements: 

(4·31) 

for p=/=0. This fact indicates that the present formalism IS essentially equivalent 

to the S.Y.K. theory in spite of the fact that both formalisms are developed on 

quite different bases. The total number FfCal of the dressed atoms expressed by 

the operators aP and aP * conserves, since we can show that 

FfcaJ=ao*ao+ ~~ aP*ap=e-G(A,A*) ~ AP*ApeG(A,A*) 
p all p 

=~A*A =:La*a 
all p p p all ;, p p ' (4. 32) 

where use has been made of Eq. (2 · 8). Ho,vever, the number ~~ bP *bP of the 

excitation modes in the S.Y.K. theory does not conserve in contrast with the total 

number Ffcal in the present theory. In this respect, the present theory is different 

from the S.Y.K. theory. 

The conservation of the number of the dressed atoms described by the opera

tors aP and aP * indicates the existence of the Bose-Einstein condensation of the 

dressed atoms and thus the occurence of the A-transition in the bose system can 

be at least qualitatively realized. It should be emphasized here that the condensate 

in the present theory is not bare atoms as in the case of the Bogoliubov theory 

but the dressed atoms expressed by the operators a 0 and a 0 *. However, the 

calculation of the temperature T" at the ),-point based on the present theory is 

very difficult because of the interactions among excitations near the A-point and this 

problem remains still as an open question. 
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Appendix 

In (2 ·13a) ~ (2 ·13c), the projection operator I N 0 = O)(N0 = 0 I has been ig

nored and Eq. (2 ·13a) ~ (2 ·13c) have been replaced by (2 ·14). Since we are 

mainly concerned with the approximation of the commutator in (2 ·14), we consider 

the following function instead of F in (2 ·10), for simplicity: 

(A·1) 
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394 S. Sasaki and K. l'v1atsuda 

where x IS an arbitrary c-number. In order to see the condition for the approxi

mation, let us consider the difference between the exact transformation and the 

approximate transformation. When the operator eF is expanded in powers of F, 
the exact transformation becomes as 

= 1 
eF = I; ~ (xgoo2 - x*goo* 2Y. 

l~O l! 
(A·2) 

Every term in the power-series involves products of the operators goo and goo*, 
which can be replaced by normal products with the aid of the exact relation 

googoo * = 1. For example, the product goo *2go/goo *2go02 reduces to goo *2 go02 • If the normal 

product vvhich has the form goo *kgoo m IS operated on the state I N 0), the result is 

expressed as 

for No<m-1, 

for No 2m and 

for No>m and 

Therefore, the product ~0 *kgoo m can be expressed as 

k?:_m, 

k<m. (A·3) 

for k>m , 

for k<m. 
(A·4) 

The approximation used in (2 ·14) corresponds to ignoreing the existence of the 

projection operators on the right-hand side of (A· 4), i.e., 

for k>m, 

for k<m. (A·5) 

Employing the approximation (A· 5), vve obtain the approximate transformation 

for (A·2) as 

for 2k>Z, 
for 2k<Z. (A·6) 

If we assume that the physically-significant states in many-boson system are always 

occupied by more than No particles with zero momenta described by the operators 

A 0 and A 0 *, the terms on the right-hand side of (A· 6) coincide with the terms 

of (A· 2) up to order l = (No/2) + 1 from the operation of both terms on these 

states. Although the approximation (A· 6) is not correct for the case Z> (N0/2) 
+ 2, it will be seen that the error is negligibly small according to the following 

consideration. In the case l = (N0/2) + 2, the exact form of the l-th order is given 

by 

1 . (xgo 2-x*go *z)No/2+2_ _ !__ __ 
( CNo/2)---=t-2) ! 0 0 

- ( (No/2) + 2) ! 

X [xNoi2+2go/o+4 + XNo/2+1 ( _ x*) {goo*zgo0No+2 + ( (No/2) + 1) go/"} + ... J, 
(A·7) 
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and the corresponding term of the approximation (A· 6) becomes 

(l-th term in (A·6)) =-- -----:--1-
( (N0/2) + 2) ! 

X [xNo/2+2g:/o+4+xN,!2+1(-x*) ((No/2) +2HoN'+···J. 

395 

(A·8) 

It should be noticed that only the second terms on the right-hand sides of (A·7) 

and (A· 8) are different. Operating (A· 7) and (A· 8) on the state I No> and 

comparing the two results, one can see that the relative error of the approximation 

(A· 8) is ( (N0/2) + 1) - 1• If the number N 0 is about 106, which satisfies the con

dition N 0/ N~O, the relative error is about 10-6• In the same way, the approxima

tion can be seen to be valid for the other cases. Thus it is seen that the assump

tion (2 ·14) (or (A· 5)) does not demand the existence of finite fraction of con

densate in the physical states. 
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